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4

DEEP BELIEF NETWORKS FOR

SYNCHRONY DETECTION IN SPEECH

Abstract: This chapter presents the application of a generative approach, in the form of
a Deep Belief Network, to detect synchrony in speech. More specifically, the Deep Belief
Network models the specific temporal and spatial patterns generated in the audiovisual
space by a speaking person. These patterns reflect synchrony between audio and video,
can be captured only by cross-modality analysis and constitute an essential part in multi-
modal speaker diarization. The generative model of the joint audio-visual space efficiently
captures the joint distribution of the audio and video modalities using high-dimensional
informative features. The experimental results on publicly available data sets show that
the proposed framework outperforms previously proposed heuristic algorithms and other
standard probabilistic approaches.

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 presents a Dynamic Bayesian Network for audiovisual speaker diarization that
incorporates a Mutual Information (MI)-based feature to detect synchrony. In the context
of speaker diarization the audio and video stream are in synchrony when they contain
events that occured simultaneously, e.g., the audio signal of speech and the video signal
of the corresponding speaker. This synchrony must be detected reliably because it affects
the final speaker diarization accuracy through a dual role: it is used to fuse information
coming from the audio and video modalities and it is used to enhance speaker diarization
(see remarks of section 3.7).

The current chapter focuses on audiovisual synchrony detection in audiovisual speech
recordings using a Deep Belief Network, while chapter 5 describes how this distribution can
be used to perform speaker diarization. A Deep Belief Network is a generative probabilis-
tic model that can capture the distribution of the input data by implementing a Product
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of Experts (PoE), i.e., representing the target distribution as a product of simpler distri-
butions. In this case, the input data is synchronised audiovisual features coming from a
short temporal window and, consequently, the proposed Deep Belief Network models the
distribution of the synchronised audio and video signals produced by a speaking person
and uses this distribution to detect audiovisual synchrony in speech.

There are two main differences between the graphical model of the Dynamic Bayesian
Network presented in chapter 3 and the graphical model of a Deep Belief Network.

• The Dynamic Bayesian Network exploits information coming from the whole stream,
while the Deep Belief Network considers only observations in a small window around
the point of inference. Recall that the Dynamic Bayesian Network of chapter 3 mea-
sures synchrony over a finite window of seventeen frames. It evaluates these mea-
surements, however, using information coming from the whole stream. (see remarks
on the Markov properties in section 3.7).

• The Dynamic Bayesian Network of chapter 3 summarises the system state in one
sequence of latent variables with predefined meaning — they represent which persons
are visible or speaking on a specific time slice. A Deep Belief Network uses multiple
layers of latent variables. These layers do not necessarily correspond to a concept,
they are expected, however, to abstract different levels of information about the input
data.

4.1.1 Deep Belief Networks

Deep Belief Networks are generative probabilistic graphical models with multiple layers of
hidden variables. The intuitive structure of a Deep Belief Network is illustrated in figure
4.1(a). The features extracted from the audiovisual data correspond to the observable
variables x at the bottom of the architecture. The multiple layers of hidden nodes, denoted
with h, correspond to the latent variables that facilitate the factorisation of the generative
distribution p (x). The weights between nodes represent the probabilistic relationship
between their states.

In practice, each layer of a Deep Belief Network might have hundreds of nodes. Drawing
an exact graph of such a large network is pointless. Instead, compact representations were
used in the works of Hinton [61] and Bengio [18]. This thesis adopts the representation
of Bengio, and an example is illustrated in figure 4.1(b). Each node is connected to
all the nodes of the next layer and missing connections correspond to zero weights and
consequently statistical independence.

The novelty of the proposed approach in comparison to previous work on synchrony detec-
tion (reviewed in detail in section 2.3) is two-fold: (1) it directly models the distribution
of a sequence of audiovisual features that reflect synchrony in speech, and (2) it uses
high-dimensional audiovisual features which can discriminate between different phonemes.
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(a) Intuitive representation of a Deep Belief Network
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Figure 4.1: The intuitive graphical representation of a Deep Belief Network, and the representa-
tion introduced by Bengio [18] and adopted in this thesis.

Modelling such a distribution is a formidable task, and this chapter focuses on the following
scientific questions:

• Is it possible to probabilistically model the distribution of synchrony between audio
and video in speech, and would that be more efficient than the heuristic algorithms
proposed so far? This chapter argues that it is feasible to explicitly model the dis-
tribution of synchrony in speech. The experimental results are compared to those
achieved by the algorithms of Hershey and Movellan [59] and Barzelay and Schechner
[12].

• What is the optimal way to model the distribution of audiovisual synchrony? This
chapter suggests that the PoE is very well fitted to audiovisual data. Different PoEs
are compared to a universal mixture learner with the same number of parameters, in
the form of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).

• Is the additional depth of the Deep Belief Networks beneficial when modelling the
distribution of synchrony? The proposed Deep Belief Network is compared with a
shallow architecture implementing a PoE, in the form of a conditional Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (cRBM).
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Mutual Information Matching Algorithm Probabilistic Modelling
Hershey and Movellan [59]

Iyengar et al. [56]
Hariett et al. [65]
Fisher et al. [66]

Barzelay and Schechner
[12]

Kidron et al. [73]
This work

Table 4.1: Approaches to Synchrony Detection

4.1.2 Chapter Overview

Section 4.2 describes the way synchrony has been modelled in the past, and the intuition
behind modelling it with a Deep Belief Network. Section 4.3 describes the two-step proce-
dure of building a Deep Belief Network. In the first step, a greedy learning algorithm adds
layers to the network, while in the second step, the network is optimised as a whole. Sec-
tion 4.4 describes the experimental results of Deep Belief Networks in synchrony detection
in speech as well as the results achieved by other methods on the same task. Section 4.4.4
presents the conclusions drawn from these results and section 4.5 presents a discussion
about the application of Deep Belief Networks to audiovisual data and future directions of
this work.

4.2 Modelling Synchrony

This section presents our motivation behind the use of Deep Belief Networks for synchrony
detection. Section 4.2.1 discusses the probabilistic interpretation of the MI-based ap-
proaches and explains our intuition behind a different modelling of the audiovisual space.
This intuition leads naturally to the PoE, a generative probabilistic model which is ex-
tremely powerful in modelling highly varying probability distributions in high dimensional
spaces. Section 4.2.2 presents the PoE, and demonstrates its potential by comparing it to
the most widely adopted mixture of experts, the GMM, in a toy example. Section 4.2.3
presents the difficulties of training a complete PoE which hindered its widespread use. In
contrast, Deep Belief Networks are restricted PoE that can be efficiently trained.

4.2.1 MI-based Synchrony Detection

Chapter 2 divides the synchrony detection approaches into two categories based on whether
they use simple statistical measures in the form of MI, or matching algorithms in the space
of audio and video onsets. These approaches are listed concisely in table 4.1. MI-based
approaches have been extensively applied for synchrony detection in speech (see also table
4.3) and they are more robust to different audiovisual settings since they do not require
tracking of visual features, or setting thresholds to determine audio and video onsets.
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot of a pair of audio and video features with Gaussian joint distribution.
On the left, the features exhibit high MIand consequently synchrony. On the right,
the features exhibit low MI

Because of these two facts, the Dynamic Bayesian Network of chapter 3 uses a MI-based
feature to measure synchrony detection.

The MI-based approaches make a parametric assumption (Gaussian) for the distribution of
the audio and video features, but instead of a probabilistic treatment, they rely on a simple
heuristic: high MI measurement corresponds to synchrony. This may sound plausible, but
it is easy to find examples where it does not hold. For instance, consider a person clapping
repeatedly and the corresponding audio signal delayed by half the clapping period, or a
person moving his lips in tune with someone else’s speech. In both cases, the audio and
video signals will exhibit high MI, despite being clearly desynchronised.

The probabilistic interpretation of this simple heuristic is illustrated in the two scatter plots
of figure 4.2. Both scatter plots depict samples from two one-dimensional variables that
follow a Gaussian joint distribution. In figure 4.2(a) the variables are highly informative of
each other, their MI measurement is 0.52. In figure 4.2(b) they convey little information
about each other, their MI measurement is 0.05. Thus the MI-based approaches regard
the scatterplot of 4.2(a) as a “distribution of synchrony”, p (data|synchrony) and that of
4.2(b) as the “distribution of non-synchrony”, p (data|non-synchrony). In practice, Gaus-
sian distributions are assumed when computing MI, because this allows it to be computed
in closed form. However, the assumption of such distributions does not hold in practice.

There is strong evidence, from psychophysical and signal processing research, that the
distribution of synchrony between the audio and video features will follow a different dis-
tribution. Psychophysical research has shown that when humans differentiate between a
phoneme [bA] and a phoneme [dA] the video modality overrules their hearing [83]. Thus,
the clusters of the phonemes of [bA] and [dA] are close in the audio dimension, and separate
in the video dimension.
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Figure 4.3: Seven phonemes which are easy to distinguish in the audiovisual space, but not in
single modality analysis [31].

This is surprisingly general in practice. Chen et al. in a signal processing review of
audiovisual speech recognition, lists groups of phonemes and visemes that appear hard to
separate in single audio or video recognition [31]. A few examples are illustrated in figure
4.3, e.g., [b] and [d] are hard to separate in the audio modality but easily separable in the
video modality, while [b] and [m] are hard to separate in the video modality but easily
separable in the audio modality.

This structure is further strengthened by coarticulation, which can be perservatory or
anticipatory: the visual features that are highly informative to the audio stream can appear
before or after the corresponding audio window. MI-based approaches avoid to model such
complex temporal patterns, but in practice, the video features that discriminate a specific
phoneme will most likely cooccur with audio features that discriminate multiple other
phonemes.

In general, a speaking person generates observations that lie in a limited range of visual
inputs, a limited range of audio inputs, and, because of the synchrony between both, an
even more limited range of combination of the two. Features that discriminate between
phonemes will create small clusters of observations and reflect synchrony through lying in
a specific grid of the audiovisual space.

The problem now becomes to find a probabilistic model that can represent grid-structured
data. Such a model will reliably capture the “distribution of synchrony” in speech and
assign higher probability to synchronised audiovisual recordings, i.e., perform synchrony
detection. The Product of Experts is known to be good at modelling grid-structured
data[60].
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Figure 4.4: Data lying on a grid in a two dimensional space. The clusters are dense and most of
the data space is empty. The probability distribution of the data is multimodal.

4.2.2 Products of Experts

Figure 4.4 plots a toy example of grid data which was first presented in the work of Hinton
that introduced the PoE [60]. The generative distribution of such data, p (x), is complex
and it is typically modelled by a combination of simpler distributions. Simple distributions,
e.g. Gaussian, Bernoulli or Dirichlet, are called experts and they can be combined in two
ways: as a mixture or as a product.

If the experts are combined as a mixture, the final model is of the form:

p (x) =
∑

e

p (e)p (x; θe) (4.1)

where θe are the parameters of the distribution defined by expert e and p(e) is the prior
probability that this expert is “on”. The simple probability distribution of expert e is
p (x; θe).

In case the experts are combined as a product the final model is of the form:

p (x) =
1

Z

∑

e

p (e)
∏

e

p (x; θe) (4.2)

where (the bold) e is a vector in the product space of all expert combinations1 that de-

1The bold notation means that equation 4.2 can be seen as p (x) =
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Figure 4.5: The same two Gaussian experts combined as mixture or as a product.

scribes which experts e are “on’. p (e) is the prior probability of setting e, p (x; θe) can
be any arbitrary non-negative function and Z is a normalisation constant 2. For discrete
observations, Z can be computed as:

Z =
∑

c

∑

e

p (e)
∏

e

p (c; θe) (4.3)

while in the case of continuous data, the first summation is replaced by an integral. In
equation 4.2, the normalisation term is referred to as Z rather than the full form of equation
4.3, in order to indicate our inability to compute it in general. The variable c in the
normalisation term take values from the same space as x.

The main differences between combining simple distributions as a mixture and as a product
of experts are the following:

• A mixture of two distributions is more flat than the individual components. A
product of distributions is more peaked than the individual components. This is
illustrated in figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) respectively.

• In a mixture of experts, the prior probabilities p (e) indicate how probable it is for
expert e to be “on”. The single expert which is “on” contributes its distribution
p (x; θe), while the experts that are “off” have no contribution. In a product of
experts, the experts state e indicates which expert(s) are “on”. If expert e is “on”, the
function p (x; θe) is contributed to the product. If the expert e is “off” the uniform
distribution is contributed instead, so that the product does not become zero — see
equation 4.2.

1
Z

∑

[e1,e2...eI]⊤

p (e1, e2 . . . eI)
∏

ei

p (x; θei
)

2If all the function p (x; θe) are probabilities, then Z = 1
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• In a product of experts, the functions p (x; θe) do not need to be probabilities, al-
though in the Deep Belief Networks domain they usually are.

Learning the model parameters

An example that illustrates the potential of combining simple distributions in a product is
shown in figure 4.6. In this toy example, the data lies is a grid structure. The PoE can not
model every distribution better than a GMM, but it has a clear advantage when this type
of structures arise in the data. The audiovisual data that reflect synchrony are expected
to lie in a similar grid.

A GMM of 10 components and a PoE of 10 components are trained on the data of figure 4.4
using the EM algorithm, i.e., their parameters are set to the values that maximise the data
likelihood3. Data drawn from the resulting distributions and the contours of the individual
component distributions are plotted in figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(a) respectively. EM is an
iterative procedure that can easily get stuck to local minima. The results presented in
figure 4.6 are near-optimal, and they are acquired by providing good initialisation to the
models: the k-means algorithm for the mixture, and univariate experts for the product.

The GMM fails to capture the underlying data distribution: more than one data clusters
are assigned to the same expert and, during generation, most of the points are produced on
empty space. Moreover, the experts have large variances and consequently generate points
outside the data range. The PoE captures the distribution more reliably and therefore
produces samples on the points of the grid.

Note that the PoE will also generate data at the missing point of the grid. This is because
two experts overlap on this point, and reproduce a grid-like structure which does not exist
in the input data. The specific experts though have higher variance in the dimension in
which data exists, and their mean is slightly moved away from the missing grid point. As
a result, there are much fewer point generated at that point of the grid.

Evaluation of the final model

These two models require the same number of parameters. Let Qmix be the distribution
represented by the mixture model and Qprod be the distribution represented by the product
model. The objective of the learning procedure is to adjust these distributions to approxi-
mate the distribution that generated the data, Qgen and it can be evaluated by computing
the KL-divergence4 between the distribution of each model and the target distribution.

3The EM for the PoE is computationally so expensive that becomes inapplicable to products of multi-
ple components, as we will explain in section 4.2.3, but it is applicable to this toy example

4A detailed description of KL-divergence is presented in section 2.2.2, page 24
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(a) Data generated by the 10 component GMM
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(b) Data generated by the 10 component POE

Figure 4.6: A ten-component GMM and a ten-component PoE were trained on the data of figure
4.4 using the EM algorithm. Figure 4.6(a) illustrates the resulting components of the
GMM and samples from it. Figure 4.6(b) illustrates the resulting components of the
PoE and samples from it.
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The KL-divergence cannot be computed in a closed form for the models at hand. It can,
however, be approximated with sampling as:

KL (Q1||Q2) =

∫

x

Q1(x) log
Q1(x)

Q2(x)
dx ≈

∑

x̂

Q1(x̂) log
Q1(x̂)

Q2(x̂)
(4.4)

(4.5)

where x is the space the data can span, and x̂ is a set of samples from that space.

The distribution learnt by the product of experts is much closer to the generative one. In
the example of figure 4.6, the KL-divergence between the distributions is:

KL (Qmix||Qgen) = 2.6 (4.6)

KL (Qprod||Qgen) = 0.15 (4.7)

A GMM with 24 components, and consequently more than twice the number of free pa-
rameters, can be trained on the same data. Such a model has the potential to perform
perfectly, since each expert can account for a single grid point. However, fitting mixtures
with high number of components is an involved procedure — as the free parameter space
becomes larger, the EM algorithm gets stuck to poor local minima more easily.

From PoEs to Deep Belief Networks

Probabilistic synchrony detection corresponds to a large scale application, in terms of
dimensionality and grid size, of the toy example presented here. Learning the distribution of
synchrony corresponds to adjusting a PoE with many components to the restricted manifold
where speech-related audiovisual observations lie. Section 4.2.3 discusses how to train a
PoE using Maximum Likelihood (ML) learning, a procedure which is so computationally
expensive that it becomes inapplicable to high-dimensional spaces and products of many
components.

The Deep Belief Networks, which are proposed in this thesis to model the distribution of
synchrony, can be seen as a PoE as follows: each node in a Deep Belief Network acts as an
expert, representing a binomial, multinomial or Normal distribution. Each pair of layers
of nodes in the Deep Belief Network implements a product of experts — the contributions
of the nodes of a layer are summed in the exponent of the final probability function. The
layers of a Deep Belief Network can have hundreds of nodes, and training is possible with
Contrastive Divergence, i.e., a fast approximate learning algorithm, which works very well
in practice. The Deep Belief Network is, however, constrained: the Gaussian distribution
of the experts, in case of continuous data, has a fixed variance, and the input data is scaled
accordingly.
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4.2.3 Maximum Likelihood learning for PoE

Maximum likelihood learning corresponds to setting the parameters of the model to the
value that maximises the data likelihood:

θ = argmax
θ

p (x; θ) (4.8)

where θ is the set of the parameters of all the experts.

This assignment rule corresponds to a simple intuition: if all the parameter settings are
equally probable, we learn the values that are most likely to have generated the data.
However, in mixtures and products of experts, all the parameters interact and there exists
no closed form solution that maximises p (x; θ). Iterative methods are employed instead,
in the form of the EM-algorithm, and are generally combined with approximation methods
in the form of sampling.

The EM algorithm [21, 46] assumes that the observed data are incomplete, and there exists
a set of latent variables z representing the missing values. The set of observed and latent
variables defines the complete-data likelihood p (x, z; θ), which factorises as:

p (x, z; θ) = p (x|z; θ)p (z; θ) (4.9)

This complete-data likelihood is a random variable, since the missing values z are unknown,
random and presumably governed by a an underlying distribution [21]. The EM algorithm
estimates the parameters that maximise the complete data likelihood through an iterative
procedure consisting of two steps — the E-step and the M-step. The E-step computes the
expectation over the variables z under the current model parameters. The M-step updates
the model parameters to the values that maximise the complete-data likelihood.

When the EM algorithm is used to learn a mixture, the latent variables z are called
responsibilities. Variable zij corresponds to the probability that component ei is responsible
for the generation of data point xj. The application of this method in a mixture requires
evaluating each data point with each mixture component and normalising these values
over each data point — a procedure linear in the size of the data set and in the number of
mixture components.

When the EM algorithm is used to learn a PoE the latent variables z are again the re-
sponsibilities of different product components. Computing the expectation of the complete
data likelihood, however, is much more involved. In case of I components, the distributions
corresponding to each one of the 2I possible expert settings e must be computed. These
distributions are used to calculate the probability that an expert setting e is responsible
for the generation of data points xj — in comparison with the mixture case, this procedure
stays linear in the size of the data set but becomes exponential in the number of product
components. The responsibility of component ei for data point xj is estimated by summing
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the probabilities of the expert settings for which expert ei is “on”:

p (ei|xj) =
∑

e:e(i)=1

p (e|xj) (4.10)

assuming element e (i) is 1 when expert ei is “on” and 0 otherwise.

Consequently, the E-step of a product of ten experts is more than a hundred times more
expensive than the E-step for a mixture of ten experts. This exponential explosion of the
computational cost, makes EM algorithm inapplicable to large data sets, high dimensional
spaces and products of large numbers of experts.

EM can be seen as a lower bound optimisation [86]. An alternative, single-point optimi-
sation, algorithm to satisfy equation 4.8 is to start from random parameter settings and
follow the derivative of p (x; θ) (or the derivative of its logarithm) with respect to the
parameters of each single expert. For generative models, like PoE, sampling can be used
to acquire an estimation of the unknown quantities that come up. The derivative of the
log-likelihood of equation 4.2 (page 85), with respect to the parameters θm of a single
expert, becomes:

∂ logp (x; θ)

∂θm

=
∂ logp (x; θm)

∂θm

−
1

Z

∑

c

∑

e

p (e)
∏

e

p (c; θe)
logp (c; θm)

∂θm

(4.11)

Experts can be safely assumed to have a tractable distribution, since they are manually
selected to implement Gaussian, Bernoulli or multinomial distributions. The hardest part
in the estimation of this gradient is to approximate p (e), i.e., acquire the prior over the
expert settings in order to sample from the model distribution. For discrete data, it is
possible to use rejection sampling: generate one point from each expert and continue until
all experts agree. In practice, the cost of rejection sampling is too high even for low
dimensional spaces.

Typically, a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, Gibbs sampling, is much more
efficient, i.e., sample each variable independently, conditioned on the current states of all
the other variables. Given the data x, the experts’ states e (i) can be sampled independently
as a consequence of the product formulation. Given an expert states setting e, a data point
can be sampled from the corresponding distribution. This process must be repeated once
for the first term of the RHS of equation 4.11, but infinitely (or at least for multiple
iterations) for the second term [60]. Prolonged MCMC Gibbs sampling till equilibrium
produces an unbiased sample from the model distribution. Training a PoE using sampling
to follow the gradient of equation 4.11 is a computationally expensive procedure, which
was used at first but prohibited the broad use of PoEs or experimentation with products
of large number of experts.

At the time of this writing, Contrastive Divergence (CD) is considered the state-of-the-art
method to train a product of experts [60]. A detailed description of CD with a qualitative
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comparison to ML learning, as well as the update equations for its application on Deep
Belief Networks, are available in appendix B. In short, CD uses a different optimisation
criterion:

θ = argmax
θ

KL
(

Q0||Q∞
)

− KL
(

Q1||Q∞
)

(4.12)

where Q0,Q1,Q∞ are the distributions of the data, the first reconstruction and the model
respectively.

This has two advantages. Firstly, it can be shown that minimising the criterion of equa-
tion 4.12 leads to a local extrema which is a local extrema of the ML-learning criterion of
equation 4.8 [27]. Secondly, the gradient of 4.12 can be efficiently approximated with sam-
pling. Regardless of the different optimisation criterion and the approximation introduced
by sampling, CD yields very good results in practice [18, 61, 120].

4.3 Building a Deep Belief Network

General Belief Networks were studied by Pearl [70] and others as a way to represent knowl-
edge in intelligent systems. Modern Deep Belief Networks are based on a similar network
introduced under the name sigmoidal belief network by Neal et al. [96]. Two-layered Be-
lief Networks can represent any distribution over the input data and the same holds for
Deep Belief Networks. The difference lies in the fact that deep architectures can be more
efficient, sometimes exponentially so, than shallow architectures in terms of elements and
parameters required to represent some functions [18]. The parameters of a Belief Network
are learnt with sampling, but this is hard — and the deeper the architecture, the harder
learning becomes.

A Deep Belief Network is build in two stages. In the first stage, a greedy-learning procedure
adds additional layers of hidden variables. Every pair of layers implements a restricted PoE
in the form of a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) or a cRBM and it is trained using
CD-learning. The first stage results in a deep architecture which is suboptimal, since
the layers have been trained independently. In the second stage, the deep architecture is
optimised as a whole. The RBM and the cRBM, which are the building blocks of Deep
Belief Networks, are presented in the sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. The up-down
algorithm, which optimises a deep architecture, is presented in section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 The Restricted Boltzmann Machine

The RBM belongs to the family of energy models, first introduced in the work of Hinton
and Sejnowski in [62] and termed Boltzmann Machines. Boltzmann Machines define a
probability distribution over the variables of interest through an energy function over all
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Visible Layer

Hidden Layer

Figure 4.7: The graphical representation of the RBM. There exist undirected connections from
all the nodes h of the hidden layer to all the nodes x of the visible layer but no
connections among the nodes of the same layer.

the possible variable configurations:

p (x,h) ∝ e−E(x,h) (4.13)

where E (x,h) is the energy function over all the binary observed (x) and latent (h) vari-
ables. The terminology is adopted from physics literature, where some systems are de-
scribed through an energy model. The parameters of the model are learnt to values that
associate lower energy to more probable system states.

An energy model that resembles the form of the RBM was first proposed under the name
of Harmonium by Smolensky in [118] and it was a constrained version of the original
Boltzmann Machine. The RBM, shown in figure 4.7, associates one set of visible variables
x = {xi} to a set of hidden variables h = {hj}. In general for an energy model, this would
correspond to

p (x,h) =
e−Energy(x,h)

Z
(4.14)

where Z is the normalisation term. The RBM uses the following energy function:

Energy (x,h) = a⊤x + b⊤h + h⊤Wx (4.15)

with the parameters a, b and W defining the final model.

The restricted form of the energy function in equation 4.15 shows that each observed
variable xi contributes a factor ai, each latent variable hj contributes a factor bj, and
each pair of visible-to-hidden variables xi-hj contribute a factor Wij. Thus, there are no
interactions between two nodes of the same layer. All the contributions are summed in the
exponent of the probability function (equation 4.14) which equals their combination in a
PoE.
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When modelling the distribution of synchrony, the observed variables x correspond to the
features extracted from the audio and video stream. Therefore, there will be one node per
dimension for each one of the modalities. The hidden variables h correspond to an internal
representation of the system state. A total of J experts define a system with 2J hidden
states, which are dependent on each other. In other words, the hidden nodes perform a
multi-clustering of the input space.

The main advantage of an undirected architecture with no within-layer connections is that
the posterior distribution over the variables of a single layer is factorised:

p (x|h) =
∏

ip (xi|h) and p (h|x) =
∏

jp (hj|x)
(4.16)

This allows us to sample the values of a layer efficiently and therefore to learn the param-
eters of the RBM through sampling.

RBMs were introduced with binary variables for both the hidden and visible nodes which
follow a Bernoulli distribution, parameterised from a logistic function. Welling et al. ex-
tended this to the exponential family [130], enabling the RBM to incorporate real valued
data — this expansion modifies the equation 4.15 and it is discussed in detail in appendix
D. For instance, assuming continuous visible nodes and binary hidden ones, the conditional
distributions for each node in equation 4.16 are given by:

p (xi|h) = N
(

xi;ai +
∑

jhjwij, 1
)

p (hj|x) = B (σ (bj +
∑

ixiwij))
(4.17)

with σ (·) being the logistic function, B the Bernoulli and N the normal distribution.

Note that the conditional Normal distribution for the continuous nodes has a fixed unit
variance, and the input data should be scaled accordingly. The experts presented in the
PoE of section 4.2.2 had no such restrictions; a RBM with Gaussian units implements a
restricted version of a Gaussian PoE. Sampling distributions such as the ones of equation
4.17, are used in the Contrastive Divergence framework to acquire the parameters of the
RBM.

Sampling in the RBM can be seen as a very shallow autoencoder5 with just one layer of
hidden nodes. The data is mapped to that layer, which is usually of lower dimension, and
from there reconstructed using the same set of weights.

4.3.2 The conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine

The RBM can model static frames of data, or data sequences of constant length — treating
each sequence as one observation. Many applications however, including processing audio

5Autoencoders are presented in appendix A
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xt

h

xt−1xt−2

Figure 4.8: The graphical representation of the conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine. In
this case, the current system state is conditioned on two previous observations, but
more distant observations can be incorporated without complicating inference or
learning.

and video streams, require modelling the temporal dependencies in a more flexible way.
This is achieved through the extension of the RBM to the cRBM.

The most common approach to deal with time series data, involves the application of
Dynamic Bayesian Networks, which were examined in detail in the previous chapter of
this thesis. The main idea behind a Dynamic Bayesian Network is to model temporal
transitions in the hidden system state space, which has lower dimensionality than the
observation space. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-like Dynamic Bayesian Network (i.e.,
the current observation depends only on the current system state, and the current system
state depends only on the previous system state) models the joint distribution of the current
observation and the current system state in the presence of all available information as:

p
(

xt,ht|x1:t−1, xt+1:T
)

= p
(

ht|x1:t−1, xt+1:T
)

p(xt|ht) (4.18)

=
p
(

ht, xt+1:T|x1:t−1
)

p (xt+1:T|x1:t−1)
p(xt|ht) (4.19)

=
p
(

xt+1:T|ht
)

p
(

ht|x1:t−1
)

∑
ht p (xt+1:T|ht)p (ht|x1:t−1)

p(xt|ht) (4.20)

=
βt (ht)

∑
ht−1 p

(

ht|ht−1
)

αt

(

ht−1
)

∑
ht βt (ht)

∑
ht−1 p (ht|ht−1)αt (ht−1)

p(xt|ht) (4.21)

where the α and β terms are the forward and backward pass respectively, which can be
computed iteratively for the whole stream. The summations over the system state h are
tractable in a Dynamic Bayesian Network, since a small finite number of hidden system
states is defined upon construction.

In practice, synchrony is meaningful only in a small area around the current observation.
Let’s say this length is n. In that case, the conditional probability would use observations
xt−n/2 to xt+n/2 instead of x1 to xT. In order to further simplify the connection between a
cRBM and a Dynamic Bayesian Network, consider estimating the joint probability over the
last system state and observation in this window of length n. For the HMM-like Dynamic
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Bayesian Network, this is:

p
(

xt,ht|xt−1, . . . xt−n
)

= p(xt|ht)
∑

ht−1

p
(

ht|ht−1
)

α∗

t

(

ht−1
)

(4.22)

where the α∗ denotes that the forward pass is initiated at t−n rather than the beginning
of the stream.

In the RBM framework the temporal dimension of the data is taken into account in a more
straightforward manner. The RBM is extended to the conditional cRBM by conditioning
the probability distribution over the variables at hand on the previous observations. This
is feasible by treating the observations of n past time slices as a dynamically changing bias
[120]. Thus now the conditional RBM models: p

(

xt,ht|xt−1, . . .xt−n
)

, creating a cRBM
which is visible in figure 4.8. The Energy function for the cRBM is:

Energy (x,h) = −
∑

i=t−1:t−n

xt⊤Aixi − b⊤h −
∑

i=t:t−n

ht⊤Wixi (4.23)

where matrix Ai contains the dynamic bias weights from observed layer xi to xt, and
matrix Wi contains the weights connecting layer xi to xt. These additional weights do
not complicate inference or learning, since no connections are added between nodes of
the same layer. The parameters of the cRBM are acquired using CD-learning,which is
described in appendix B. The Ai and Wi matrices contain a large number of parameters
which are required to model transitions directly in the high-dimensional observation space.
A discussion on how Deep Belief Networks cope with this large number of parameters is
presented in section 4.5.

The cRBM, and as a results the Deep Belief Networks framework, do not decode the
observation sequence. No backward pass is performed and the observations outside the
window of size n are ignored. However, a high-dimensional system state space, which is
exponential in the number of nodes in layer h, is possible, since no explicit summation
over all the possible system state configurations is performed. This high dimensional
space conveys much more information about the system state and manages to outperform
Dynamic Bayesian Networks in many sequence modelling applications [119, 120].

4.3.3 Optimising a deep architecture

The optimisation of a deep architecture is a difficult task. Gradient learning methods are
likely to get stuck in poor local optima, while approximate sampling methods are extremely
expensive computationally [18, 61]. The current state-of-the-art method to build multiple
layer models requires two steps which are explained in detail below. First a greedy learning
approach produces a multilayered architecture, as shown in figure 4.9. Then, the model
is fine tuned for recognition and generation, as shown in figure 4.10 using the up-down
algorithm.
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(a) Training the first layer (b) Training the middle layer (c) Training the top layer

Figure 4.9: Greedy training of a deep architecture. Initially the data are used to train the lower
RBM shown on the left. The original data is used to sample a set of reconstructions
on the hidden level, which are treated as input data for a second RBM, shown in the
middle. The process can continue till the desired number of layers is reached.

The greedy layer-by-layer learning procedure, uses the input data to train the first level as
the hidden layer of the RBM — figure 4.9(a). This will output a weight matrix W1. Then,
each original data point xd is used to sample a vector in the hidden layer:

hd ∼ p
(

h|xd,W1

)

(4.24)

resulting in a set of hidden layer vectors h. These representations are used as data, and
a second layer is added on top, creating the RBM shown in figure 4.9(b). In this RBM,
a new set of weights W2 is learnt. Additional layers of varying lengths can be added in
this fashion. It is common in practice to choose fewer nodes for higher layers, in order to
achieve dimensionality reduction and retain the useful information of the data. Recall the
case of autoencoders, presented in appendix A, where a smaller number of nodes in the
middle layers performs non-linear dimensionality reduction.

The same greedy learning is possible in the case of temporal data. The lower level is
modelled using a cRBM, while higher levels can be either RBMs or cRBMs. If higher
levels are modelled as cRBMs, a sequence of data is mapped to the hidden layer and
a sequence of hidden layers is used to train a cRBM. This adds weights between the
consecutive hidden layers and the final model generates observations that are compatible
with the hidden system state, the previous observations and the previous hidden states
[120].

The output of this greedy learning is a multi-layer undirected probabilistic network. The
weights of this network are sufficient for supervised methods like boosting [61], since boost-
ing can cope with weak classifiers, but suboptimal for generation, since the layers were
trained independently. The Deep Belief Network can be tuned for generation, using the
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Figure 4.10: The up-down algorithm. Initially the undirected connections are untied into a
recognition and a generation set. For example the weight matrix W2 becomes
WG

2 = W2 and WR
2 = WT

2. In the up pass a data vector is given to the network
and the recognition weights are used to stochastically pick values for the nodes,
which is denoted with continuous arrows, and these values are used to update the
generation weights using equation 4.25. Alternating Gibbs sampling is performed
at the top layer to update the RBM weights and produce a reconstruction at the
penultimate layer. This reconstruction is used for the down pass where the genera-
tion weights are used and the recognition weights are updated.

up-down algorithm which is a method for gradient ascent [61]. The greedy pretraining has
delivered a good initialisation for the gradient ascent, lowering the risk of getting stuck in
local minima.

Initially, the up-down algorithm unties the connections in all but the top layers, as shown
in figure 4.10(a). The weights connecting a layer to the one above are called recognition
weights, while the weights in the opposite direction are called generative weights. The
up-down algorithm consists of two passes. In the up pass the recognition weights are used
to stochastically pick states for the hidden variables. Given these values the generative
weights are updated using the rule:

∆wji = εhj (xi − E [xi]) (4.25)

where ε is the learning rate hj and xi are the values sampled for the corresponding nodes,
and E [xi] the expectation of node xi to be in the sampled state. This update rule was
introduced by Neal and resembles the learning rule of backpropagation for Neural Networks
[96].

Alternating Gibbs sampling is performed at the top two layers of the Deep Belief Network
resulting in values for the top two layers of the Deep Belief Network. These values are
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Heuristic Approaches Probabilistic Approaches
MI MA GMM cRBM DBN

Onset Features X X X X X

Raw signal Features X — — — —
Phoneme Features X — X X X

Table 4.2: Cross-product of different algorithms and features tested in the experiments of this
chapter. X indicates that the combination was possible and tested. — indicates that the
combination is not possible. The bold X indicates that the combination of algorithm
and features was first tested in this chapter.

used to update the undirected connections between the top layers using the Contrastive
Divergence equations for the RBM.

The penultimate layer is used to initialise the down pass, where the generation weights are
used to sample values for all the variables of the network. These sampled values are used to
update the recognition weights using the rule of equation 4.25. The up-down algorithm is
repeated until convergence, or until a maximum number of iterations is exceeded, resulting
in a Deep Belief Network optimised for generation.

The global optimisation of the Deep Belief Network is very important for synchrony detec-
tion, because it creates an architecture that will reconstruct well input vectors similar to
training data. In the experiments of the next section, the Deep Belief Network is trained
with synchronised audiovisual recordings containing a speaking person. During testing,
the more synchronised the test data the better they will be reconstructed by the Deep
Belief Network.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents the experimental evaluation of Deep Belief Networks for synchrony
detection. Section 4.4.1 describes the objectives these experiments intend to meet, section
4.4.2 present the experimental setup and section 4.4.3 presents the obtained results.

4.4.1 Objectives

By means of experiments our objective is to evaluate the performance of the Deep Belief
Network and phoneme features in audiovisual synchrony detection in speech, and compare
it to other existing methods and models; introduced in chapter 2.

In order to test these objectives, a cross product of features and algorithms is applied. This
cross-product is concisely presented in table 4.2 where the feature-method combinations
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first examined for this thesis are highlighted, and it was built to test the following scientific
questions:

1. Is probabilistic modelling beneficial for the problem at hand? This thesis claims it
is beneficial, and test this claim by comparing the results between probabilistic and
heuristic approaches.

2. Are phoneme features beneficial for the proposed task? This chapter proposes AAMs
and MFCCs which are high-dimensional audiovisual features and can discriminate
between phonemes in the audio and video modality. Comparison between the re-
sults of phoneme features, and features proposed in relevant research addresses this
question.

3. Is the product of experts well fitted to model audiovisual data for synchrony de-
tection? The suitability of PoEs for the task at hand is demonstrated through a
comparison between a cRBM, which implements a PoE, and a GMM .

4. Is additional depth beneficial for such tasks? The comparison between the results
of a cRBM and a Deep Belief Network demonstrates the additional benefits of a
multi-layer architecture.

4.4.2 Experimental Setup

This section describes the different features and algorithms used, the data set and the
setup that evaluates audiovisual synchrony in speech.

Extracted Features

There are three sets of features. The phoneme features which are proposed in this chapter
and contain phoneme-specific information, the raw-signal features suggested by Hershey
and Movellan [59] and the onset features described in the work of Barzelay and Schechner
[12].

The phoneme features in the video modality are extracted using the Active Appearance
Model (AAM) [121]. AAMs are the state-of-the-art choice in lip movement generation
from phonemes, and therefore expected to summarise the phoneme information in the
video modality[48]. Some example frames can be seen in figure 4.11. The distance of
each one of the 50 landmark points to the centre of the face is used in the final feature
vector. Note here that the AAM never loses track of a person’s face in our experiments,
but many point estimates are noisy. The phoneme features for the audio modality are
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which are the most common choice for
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), and are expected to summarise the corresponding
phoneme information. The 12 first MFCCs are used, plus the acoustic energy of the audio
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Figure 4.11: In the first row there is one sample frame from a video of each one of 4 subjects.
The second row presents examples of the same person with the AAM which was
automatically adapted to the image. The third row contains a visualisation of the
Mutual Information between each pixel and the corresponding audio stream, with
light grey representing higher correlation.

stream. In this case, the input x for each frame are the 13 values of the MFCCs, and
the 50 distances of the points of the AAM. The MFCCs are sampled over 25 millisecond
windows with overlap and 12.5 millisecond difference, and therefore 4 MFCC descriptors are
extracted for each frame. Thus, each input layer has a dimensionality of 50+4×13 = 102.
The feature extraction details can be found in appendix E.

The raw-signal features correspond to grey scale values for each pixel and the average acous-
tic energy of the corresponding audio stream segment. There was no need for tracking or
reducing background noise, as suggested in [59], because the recordings are made under
high quality laboratory conditions. These features can not be used in an intuitive fashion
under the probabilistic approach. If all the pixels are considered as independent dimen-
sions, the final vector x becomes extremely high dimensional, and learning its distribution
becomes an ill-posed problem.

The onsets described in the work of Barzelay and Schechner are implemented based on the
description of [12]. The implementation of the algorithm of Tomasi and Kanade [123] is
obtained from [22], while the audio onsets are detected following the detailed description
of the work of Bello et al [15]. These onset features are independently evaluated by the
matching algorithm proposed by Barzelay and Schechner [12]. The MI-based synchrony
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102 Features

100 nodes

400 nodes

200 nodes

Figure 4.12: The proposed Deep Belief Network. The actual implementation included five past
observations, but here only two are visible for clarity of presentation. The 102 fea-
tures correspond to the phoneme features, that yielded the best results.

detection, as well as the probabilistic approaches explored in this chapter, require an onset
descriptor that summarises the whole frame’s information. This is performed by dividing
the frame into a 4× 3 grid, and creating one feature per region with value:

value =
onsets in the region

features in the region
(4.26)

Consequently, when the onset features are used, the input x for each frame are one binary
feature indicating an audio onset and 12 features coming from the video modality — the
dimensionality is 13.

Implemented Algorithms

The implemented Deep Belief Network has four layers, as shown in figure 4.12. The
bottom layer is composed of a cRBM, that takes into consideration the previous 5 frames
of data. The hidden layer has a dimensionality of 400 nodes. The size of the hidden layer
representation just needs to be large enough to allow the deep architecture to convey the
necessary information to higher levels. It is interesting to notice that even for hidden layers
of higher dimensionality than the input, the architecture gives sensible results [18]. The
third layer, l2, has a dimensionality of 200 and the fourth one, l3, a dimensionality of 100.
The exact size of each layer was chosen after cross validation, the details of which are
available in the results section.

The proposed Deep Belief Network is tested against:

• The MI based synchrony detection method, following the original implementation of
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Figure 4.13: The representation of the grammar used in this task.

Figure 4.14: An example frame from each one of the 10 subjects

Hershey and Movellan, [59], which is described in detail in section 2.3.1 and has been
further applied in the works of Iyengar et al. [56] and Hariett et al. [65].

• The matching algorithm proposed in the work of Barzelay and Schechner [12], for
which the required thresholds were set using cross validation.

• GMMs of varying number of components, as an example of a mixture model for the
distribution of the audiovisual features trained with the EM algorithm [21].

• cRBMs of varying number of hidden nodes, as an example of a shallow product of
experts, trained with CD learning.

Data

The data set for the experiments comes from the publicly available “The GRID audiovisual
sentence corpus” data set [112]. The data set contains 1000 three-second sequences of 34
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Work Proposed Method Speakers Length Videos
Hershey and Movellan [59] Mutual Information 2 ≈ 1 sec 20

Iyengar et al. [56] Mutual Information 1 3 sec 20
Hariett et al. [65] Mutual Information 4 1 sec 1014
Fisher et al. [66] MI projection 8 8 sec 11

Barzelay and Schechner [12] Matching Algorithm 2 12 sec 1
This work Deep Belief Networks 10 3 sec 501

Table 4.3: Experimental Setting of related previous research in comparison to this work.The 1

denotes experiments were all the possible audio-to-video combinations were tested,
corresponding to the evaluation of Speakers2×Videos recordings in total.

persons. To limit the computational cost, which is exponential to the number of subjects,
the data of these experiments is limited to 50 sequences from each one of the 10 subjects.
An example frame from each subject is shown in figure 4.14.

The video data is recorded in 6 Mbits and mpeg4 format. This video was recorded at
25 frames per second frequency and was downscaled to 360 × 288 resolution to speed up
computations. The audio is sampled from a single microphone at 50 kHz. People repeat
similar expressions, coming from the grammar diagram depicted in figure 4.13. An example
sentence could be Bin green by Q seven now. This similarity makes the data set particularly
challenging: all the sequences have exactly the same duration, with silence intervals before
and after the spoken segment, and subjects vocalise very similarly in the audio modality.

Synchrony Detection Setup

This section presents the setup used to detect audiovisual synchrony in speech. More
specifically, this section describes (1) the experiments of this chapter and places them in
terms of the relevant research, (2) the training and testing procedure and (3) the accuracy
metric.

Experiments for audiovisual synchrony detection in speech are typically carried out on
a multispeaker recording, in which the person appearing most synchronised to the audio
stream is selected as the speaker. This can be seen as a classification task, in which the
different persons are the labels the system can choose from. The two parameters that define
the difficulty of the task are (1) the number of different persons (number of classification
labels) and (2) the length of the sequence which is used to detect audiovisual synchrony
(amount of information available for the classification). Large segments and few persons
make for an easier task. A summary of the experimental setups of other methods compared
to this work are available in table 4.3.

The most common number of persons in the test recordings of relevant research is two.
The two persons speak in turns and the algorithm should return the active speaker for
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each point of the stream [12, 43, 59]. The setup of this chapter involves sets of ten different
persons with a single audiovisual recording for each, i.e., ten audio sequences and ten video
sequences for each set. A similar setup was first used in the work of Fisher et al. [66],
where one set of eight persons was used.

The length of each examined sequence varies in previous relevant research. The data set
of this work consists of three-second sequences. This is much smaller than most of the
previous work [12, 66] and is close to the length of individual segments in the application-
oriented National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Rich Transcription (RT)
evaluation [50], with 2.4 seconds segments. Hershey and Movellan use smaller windows
but they propose longer segments, or a voting algorithm over multiple windows to improve
the final results [59].

This work uses two-fold cross validation over 50 sets of recordings. Each set contains one
sequence from each subject. When a set is examined, the probability of synchrony for all
the possible audio-to-video combinations (10× 10) is computed, and each audio sequence
is assigned to the most synchronised video. A high number of independent sets minimises
the effects of random correlations and noise artifacts, and the final results are closer to the
long run accuracy of the model on real data. More than 5000 sequences are analysed in
the evaluation. As mentioned before, the limiting factor is not the availability of data, but
rather the computational cost, also mentioned in [41, 59].

The training and testing procedure varies slightly for each method. The MI and matching
algorithm do not require training data. The GMM, cRBM and the Deep Belief Network
are trained and tested using two-fold cross validation. The ten subjects are split randomly
into two sets of five subjects. Each set is tested on the model trained with the other set,
which results in a classification label for all the examples of the data set.

In order to test the different methods the general setup is depicted in figure 4.15. One
recording from each person is used, and all the possible audio-to-video combinations are
considered. The MI method assigns the audio stream to the video stream with which
the MI measurement is maximised. The matching algorithm chooses the video stream
with which the matching criterion is maximised. The GMM selects the combination that
maximises the joint probability under the learnt GMM. The cRBM and the Deep Belief
Network select the combination which is reconstructed with the minimum error following
the procedure depicted in figure 4.15:

• One recording is taken from each individual

• The video stream of one of the recordings is matched against all the possible audio
streams creating 10 audiovisual streams These streams are used independently as
data, introduced to the DBN and they are reconstructed with an up-down pass

• The video stream is matched with the audio stream that created the best reconstruc-
tion

The assignment of each audio sequence to the most likely video sequence, generates a
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Figure 4.15: Synchrony detection using a Deep Belief Network. One recording is taken from
each individual (first column). The video stream of one of the recordings is matched
against all the possible audio streams creating 10 audiovisual streams (second col-
umn). These streams are used independently as data, introduced to the DBN and
they are reconstructed with an up-down pass. The video stream is matched with
the audio stream that created the best reconstruction (last column).

confusion matrix. The accuracy metric is the ratio of the sum of the elements on the
diagonal of the confusion matrix, divided by the sum of all the elements of the confusion
matrix:

Accuracy =

∑
diag (confusion matrix)
∑

(confusion matrix)
(4.27)

and it is evaluated over the confusion matrix of the test set which contains 50 sets of
sequences.

4.4.3 Results

This section presents the training, testing and acquired results for the different methods
of synchrony detection, i.e., columns of table 4.2. The methods are Mutual Information
(MI), the matching algorithm (MA), the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), the conditional
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (cRBM) and the Deep Belief Network (DBN).

Mutual Information results

In the MI experiments, the low-level features correspond to the pixel values and Aver-
age Acoustic Energy (AAE), and they are used in the same fashion described in the
original work of Hershey and Movellan [59]. When audio onsets are used, each frame
is described using equation 4.26. When the phoneme features are used, the MI between
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the 50-dimensional features representing the Active Appearance Model (AAM) and the
52-dimensional MFCCs is estimated, assuming both descriptors are random variables fol-
lowing a Gaussian distribution.

The results for the different features are reported in table 4.4. It is clear that the low-level
features are best suited for the MI-based synchrony detection.

Onset features Low-level features Phoneme features
MI accuracy 0.12 0.47 0.10

Table 4.4: The MI-based synchrony detection accuracy.

Matching algorithm results

The matching algorithm is only applicable to the onset features. The result acquired for the
matching algorithm approach are reported in table 4.5. The matching algorithm does not
manage to detect the speaker in most of the cases, and the final accuracy is low. The onsets
used by the matching algorithm are inadequate to capture the complex speech dynamics.
The good results reported in the work of Barzelay and Schechner are related more to the
simplicity of the application recording than to the general applicability of the proposed
method for synchrony detection in speech. That application contained a single recording
of eight seconds duration with two speakers. The speakers never spoke simultaneously, and
inference was made on the basis of the whole recording. Finally, the video contained the
face of the first speaker and only the profile of the lips of the second speaker, in order to
make it easier to detect video onsets which appear correlated to speech.

Onset features Low-level features Phoneme features
MA accuracy 0.24 — —

Table 4.5: The MA-based synchrony detection accuracy.

Gaussian Mixture Model results

The data vector x for each frame corresponds to 13 features in the onset case, and 102
in the phoneme features case. The low-level features can not be intuitively used under a
GMM, i.e., further processing is required.

The GMMs model the joint distribution of the onset or phoneme features over six frames
as:

p (x1, . . .x6) =
∑

e

p (e)N (x1 . . .x6;µe, Σe) (4.28)
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Figure 4.16: Synchrony detection accuracy for a GMM using different features (onsets or
phoneme features), which might have been reduced to 30 dimensions using PCA.
The plots correspond to different number of components used as well as full or
diagonal covariance matrices.

where p (e), µe and Σe are the prior, mean and covariance matrix of the eth component of
the mixture. Consequently, the GMM must model a distribution in a 78-dimensional space
in the case of onset features and a 612-dimensional space in the case of phoneme features.
In both cases, the space is very high dimensional. GMMs often fail to model distributions
in such high-dimensional spaces and, therefore, they are also trained on a 30-dimensional
projection acquired using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the original data.

The covariance matrix can be parameterised as full, when all the elements can take val-
ues, or diagonal, when only the diagonal elements are non-zero. In the latter case, fewer
parameters are used, and the different dimensions are assumed to be independent. GMMs
for a range of different number of components are learnt.

The results of a GMM depend on the random initialisation. Therefore, for each combination
of features, covariance and number of components, the two-fold validation was initialised
ten times. The corresponding mean and standard deviation for different choices of the user
defined parameters are plotted in figure 4.16. The GMM that assigns highest likelihood to
the training set is expected to fit the data best.

Table 4.6 reports the accuracy achieved by the models that fitted the training data best.
The GMM that performs best on the onset features has 160 components and full covariance
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Features: Onset Low-level Phoneme
Dimensionality: 78 30 — 612 30

160-full 0.12 0.26 — 0.10 —
35-full 0.12 0.11 — 0.11 0.37

Table 4.6: The GMM synchrony detection accuracy. The best results are achieved by GMMs with
full covariance matrices on the low-dimensional projections of the onset and phoneme
features, for 160 and 35 components respectively

matrices. The best performance is achieved on the, lower, 30-dimensional projection of the
onsets and it is 26%. The GMM that performs best on the phoneme features has 35
components with full covariances, and it is applied to the 30-dimensional projection of the
data. The accuracy achieved in this case is 37%. The extensive experimental evaluation
in terms of features, covariance matrices and number of components results in some clear
findings.

Reducing the dimensionality of the six data vectors from 78 (onsets) or 612 (phoneme
features) to 30 improves the results significantly. The GMM is not able to reliably learn a
distribution on 612 or 78 dimensions and performs nearly random. Due to the descriptive
nature of the phoneme features, more information is preserved after PCA to 30 dimensions
than in the case of the binary onset features. This results in higher performance for the
GMM.

The full covariance matrices perform significantly better in the lower dimensionality space.
This means that the lower dimensions recovered by the PCA are highly correlated.

The varying number of components indicates that for more than 50 components there is
very little improvement in the accuracy of the model. This is because the parameter space
becomes extremely large, and the EM algorithm can not exploit the additional potential.
The results achieved for high number of components have also much higher variance, indi-
cating that it is likely to overfit the data, and difficult to acquire good parameter values.
Note that GMMs with high number of components can not be fitted to the projections of
the phoneme features, because during training many components are assigned to a single
data point.

conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine results

The data vector x for each frame of the cRBM is similar to the GMM. That is, 13 features
in the onset case and 102 in the phoneme features case. The low-level features can not be
intuitively used under a cRBM.

In this case, the product of experts is formulated as:

p (x6,h|x1, . . .x5) =
e-Energy(x1,...x6,h)

Z
(4.29)
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Figure 4.17: Error bars and mean accuracy for different experiments with the cRBM

with
Energy (x1, . . .x6,h) = b⊤h +

∑

i=1:5

xiA
t−ix6 +

∑

i=1:6

xiW
t−ih + const (4.30)

where the matrices A and W contain the weights between the the previously observed
data and the hidden system state, and the previously observed data and the current data
respectively.

The training procedure of a cRBM is stochastic, and heavily dependent upon good ini-
tialisation. Therefore, the procedure is initialised ten times for each number of nodes. In
correspondence to the GMM, the cRBM that results in the smallest reconstruction error
for the training data is expected to fit the data best. Table 4.7 reports the accuracy for
the cRBMs that fitted the training data best.

Features: Onset Low-level Phoneme
Dimensionality: 78 — 612 30

450 nodes 0.26 — 0.28 0.19
225 nodes 0.22 — 0.41 0.16

Table 4.7: The cRBM synchrony detection accuracy.

The best results achieved for different feature and dimensionality combinations are listed
in table 4.7. When onset features are used the best performing cRBM has 450 nodes and
achieves an accuracy of 26%. When phoneme features are used the best performing cRBM
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Architecture: 200-100-50 300-450-75 400-200-100 500-250-125
Dimensions: 13 102 13 102 13 102 13 102

Mean: 0.13 0.40 0.14 0.60 0.13 0.61 0.12 0.59
Standard Deviation: 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.12 0.04 0.15

Table 4.8: Mean and variance for two-fold cross validation of the accuracy of different Deep
Belief Network architectures. Each network is initialised ten times.

has 225 nodes and achieves an accuracy of 41%. The extensive experimental evaluation
produces some further interesting insights:

Products of experts are known to perform very well in high-dimensional spaces, and this
is evident in the high accuracy achieved using the phoneme features. It is interesting to
notice that dimensionality reduction leads to worse performance, probably because PCA
destroys the grid-like structure of the data, which cRBMs can exploit.

When the onset features are used, a clear case of overfitting appears. The cRBM with more
than 500 nodes does not extract any interesting features but is able to reconstruct any given
vector very well. Thus, there is a huge decrease in the accuracy in (reconstruction-based)
synchrony detection. In contrast, phoneme features require a greater number of hidden
nodes used and achieve better overall results. This demonstrates the ability of the cRBM
to extract useful features from high-dimensional input data. In both feature sets though,
a hidden layer of dimensionality 225 produce good results, indicating the common multi-
clustering dynamics of the input process.

Deep Belief Network Results

The data vector x for each frame of the Deep Belief Network is similar to the GMM and
the cRBM. That is, 13 features in the onset case and 102 in the phoneme features case.
The low-level features can not be intuitively used under a Deep Belief Network.

Four different architectures are tested in this chapter with 200-100-50, 300-150-75, 400-
200-100 and 500-250-125 nodes on each layer respectively. All the architectures have a
depth of four, i.e., three hidden layers and one visible, a choice motivated by previous
literature on Deep Belief Networks reporting minor improvements in case further depth is
added [18, 61, 120].

Contrastive divergence and the up-down algorithm are stochastic processes. Therefore,
training each Deep Belief Network is initialised 10 times. The different architectures re-
sulted in the accuracy reported in table 4.8. CD is performed for 50 iterations, while the
up-down algorithm, which is a expected to tweak the weights slightly, is applied for 20.

The Deep Belief Network with the smallest reconstruction error on the training data is
expected to fit the data best. Using this criterion one Deep Belief Network is selected for
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each set of features and the corresponding accuracy is reported in table 4.9.

Features: Onset Low-level Phoneme
300-150-75 0.13 — 0.64

400-200-100 0.11 — 0.69

Table 4.9: The Deep Belief Network synchrony detection accuracy.

The Deep Belief Networks cope well with the phoneme features and the complex temporal
dynamics of speech related audiovisual synchrony. When the first hidden layer is large
enough to convey the useful information to higher levels, all deep architectures perform
very well. The greedy learning procedure, however, often leads to overfitting and low
accuracy on the test data. Consequently, there is high variance in the accuracy and the
mean is much lower than the accuracy of the best performing networks. This problem can
be overcome with multiple initialisations, and the use of the reconstruction error on the
training data to assess the quality of the model.

When the onset features are used the results are much worse. The complex distribution
of the Deep Belief Network can fit an arbitrary distribution to the training data, and thus
overfit the problem. The resulting Deep Belief Network can reproduce perfectly almost
any input vector. Consequently, it performs nearly random (10%).

Significance of the results

The statistical significance of the difference between the results of the different models can
be tested with a t-test. The proposed Deep Belief Network is compared with the MI-based
approach and the matching algorithm approach producing a t-value of 2.9522 and 7.937
respectively. These values correspond to statistically significant difference with confidence
levels of 98% (α = 0.02) and 99.99% (α = 0.0001) in each case.

4.4.4 Conclusions

The overall accuracy results using different combinations of features and synchrony detec-
tion algorithms are reported concisely in table 4.10. The results reported in table, 4.10
in combination with the extended evaluation presented in section 4.4.3, provide specific
answers to the scientific question of section 4.4.

Is probabilistic modelling beneficial for the problem at hand? Probabilistic modelling
proves beneficial for audiovisual synchrony detection in speech. The probabilistic models
outperform heuristic algorithms because they focus on speech-related synchrony and they
incorporate problem-specific training data. What is more, in the presence of more training
data or better features they can increase this difference further.
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Heuristic Approaches Probabilistic Approaches
MI MA GMM cRBM DBN

Onsets 0.12 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.13
Raw signal 0.47 — — — —

Phoneme Features 0.10 — 0.37 0.41 0.69

Table 4.10: Performance of different combinations of features and algorithms in synchrony de-
tection

Are phoneme features beneficial for the proposed task? Phoneme features perform much
better than low-dimensional features proposed in relevant research (raw signal features, or
audio and video onsets). Their high dimensionality requires elaborate modelling, but when
this is provided the final accuracy increases significantly.

Is the product of experts well fitted to model audiovisual data for synchrony detection? The
PoE, like any probabilistic model, is well suited to model a specific type of data structures,
which in this case are grids. Following the intuition presented in section 4.2 about the grid
structure of audiovisual phoneme data in speech, when phoneme-specific features are used,
the PoE outperforms a universal mixture learner, in the form of a GMM.

Is additional depth beneficial for such tasks? The additional depth proves very beneficial
when high dimensional features and complex patterns are required. In these cases the
Deep Belief Network greatly outperforms a shallow cRBM. The CD learning, in combi-
nation with the up-down algorithm, manages to optimise a deep architecture very well in
most of the cases. The quality of the final model can be safely evaluated using multiple
initialisations and comparing the reconstruction error on the training data. When the data
is low dimensional, however, the Deep Belief Network is very prone to overfitting. This is
a general characteristic of complex models, and in these cases a lower depth architecture
is more beneficial.

4.5 Discussion and Future Directions

The discussion of the results requires a closer look at the confusion matrices acquired
from the proposed Deep Belief Network with phoneme features, the MI-based approach
of Hershey and Movellan on the raw signals and the matching algorithm of Barzelay and
Schechner on the onset features are reported in table 4.11. The confusion matrices of these
three approaches are presented in greater details because they constitute the approach
proposed in this thesis for synchrony detection in speech, and the two most widely adopted
methods in relevant research. The discussion and future directions follow this visualisation.
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Visualisation of the confusion matrices

These confusion matrices are large, and a visualisation of their elements is illustrated in
figure 4.18. In this visualisation, the radius of a circle is proportional to the corresponding
confusion matrix element. The overall accuracy in synchrony detection is 68.8% for the
Deep Belief Network, 47.2% for the MI-based approach and 23.7% for the matching algo-
rithm. In this visualisation it is evident that the Deep Belief Network performs very well
over all the persons. This is because the distribution of synchrony in speech is adequately
captured by the phoneme features and modelled precisely in the proposed framework.

The MI-based method performs significantly worse and focuses on specific persons (3,6,8),
for which the audio streams are assigned with high accuracy. However, many audio streams
belonging to other speakers are also falsely assigned to these dominant cases. This is due
to the different type of edges on the faces of different persons which will favour or hinder
synchrony related pixel intensity variations. The matching algorithm approach performs
nearly-random for all speakers, indicating that it is not suitable for synchrony detection in
speech.

Discussion

The task presented here is hard in terms of the number of persons and the length of the
window selected. Consequently, the results for the MI and MA approach are lower than
the ones reported in the relevant literature [12, 56, 59, 65]. This difference is much larger
for the matching algorithm methods, which had little previous evaluation on audiovisual
synchrony detection in speech. The Deep Belief Networks manage to detect synchrony
reliably in the specific environment and furthermore do so incorporating high-dimensional
phoneme features.

The fact that Deep Belief Networks manage to incorporate the high-dimensional phoneme
features, is very important for audiovisual applications — such high-dimensional features
are necessary in audiovisual applications in order to capture the high-dimensionality of the
video signal and the rapidly sampled audio signal. Moreover, the Deep Belief Networks
framework, can model reliably the temporal dimension of audiovisual data, which is re-
quired not only for synchrony detection but also for a variety for audiovisual processing
tasks. Lastly, the video and audio signals are sampled at different rates, which makes
their modelling in a Dynamic Bayesian Network very involved. A Deep Belief Network
conditions inference on all the previous observations directly, regardless of their sampling
rates. These reasons put Deep Belief Networks forward as a potential solution to other
audiovisual modelling tasks.

Deep Belief Networks are slow during training, but are much faster than MI-based or
matching algorithm approaches during testing. During testing, other approaches examine
local image patches and evaluate them independently, while the proposed Deep Belief
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(a) Visualisation of the synchrony detection
results for the Deep Belief Network
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(b) Visualisation of the synchrony detection
results for the MI-based approach
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(c) Visualisation of the synchrony detection
results achieved for the matching algo-
rithm approach

Figure 4.18: Visualisation for the confusion matrices of different approaches to synchrony detection. The size of each circle is
proportional to the corresponding confusion matrix element — a perfect classification would create an illustration
with large circles in the diagonal. Observe that (1) the Deep Belief Network clearly outperforms the other approaches,
(2) the Deep Belief Network does not favour a specific person, achieving person-independent results and (3) the
feature onsets used by the matching algorithm convey very little information, thus achieving near-random results.
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DBN One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Ten
One 22 4 1 2 3 10 0 4 1 3
Two 0 28 2 3 4 3 0 2 0 5

Three 0 0 39 2 2 2 0 0 0 5
Four 0 1 2 37 0 4 0 0 3 3
Five 0 2 1 2 33 2 3 1 2 4
Six 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 0 2 3

Seven 0 0 10 0 0 10 22 3 2 0
Eight 0 2 1 1 1 3 0 41 0 1
Nine 0 0 2 2 1 2 1 1 36 5
Ten 0 2 0 1 2 3 0 2 2 38

MI-based One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Ten
One 3 0 15 4 0 17 0 8 3 0
Two 0 5 12 6 0 13 0 14 0 0

Three 0 0 45 2 0 3 0 0 0 0
Four 1 0 13 26 2 7 0 1 0 0
Five 2 0 11 5 11 11 0 9 1 0
Six 0 0 4 1 0 45 0 0 0 0

Seven 0 0 17 2 0 17 3 7 4 0
Eight 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 45 0 0
Nine 0 0 11 3 1 1 0 1 33 0
Ten 1 0 13 4 0 8 0 2 2 20

MA-based One Two Three Four Five Six Seven Eight Nine Ten
One 13 5 1 4 4 6 4 2 7 4
Two 5 14 4 2 5 4 4 1 7 4

Three 4 7 12 2 1 7 4 1 6 6
Four 5 8 2 10 4 5 4 1 10 1
Five 6 5 3 4 9 5 7 1 7 3
Six 7 5 4 3 2 11 5 1 8 4

Seven 4 5 2 2 4 5 13 2 8 5
Eight 5 4 3 3 4 6 4 10 7 4
Nine 5 4 2 1 1 6 7 3 15 6
Ten 8 4 3 2 4 7 3 3 4 12

Table 4.11: Confusion matrix for Depp Belief Network based, MI-based and matching algo-
rithm based synchrony detection. Element i, j corresponds to the number of audios
of the ith subject assigned to the video of the jth subject.
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Network uses the global face configuration and rich audio descriptors to perform inference
— and this in less time. As a result, the Deep Belief Networks are better suited for
real-time applications that require synchrony detection, in the fields Human Computer
Interaction (HCI), ASR and human-to-human communication.

Future work

In terms of future work, there is a very important open question. How can we extend Deep
Belief Networks to perform sequence decoding? Such a possibility, combined with the ef-
ficient and intuitive fusion performed by Deep Belief Networks, can improve the current
performance of audiovisual ASR systems. Finally, the Deep Belief Networks manage to
represent the joint audiovisual distribution of a speaking person and incorporate the tem-
poral dynamics of synchrony in speech. Potentially, a Deep Belief Network could animate
lip motion from audio data or synthesise audio from video data, i.e., generate the audio or
video descriptors in the presence of the complementary modality.




